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About Us
Q-Iman is a new organisation which has been setup up by students, for students.
We understand the difficulty students face when they first embark on their journey to
pursue Islamic Sciences. We came up with innovative methods to help students learn
quicker and strengthen retention.
Our objective is to provide access to the Islamic Sciences and Arabic Language to
everyone, no matter who they are, and make it easy for individuals to grasp and
comprehend complex structures and concepts. Our dream is that one day every
household and every individual has access to these sciences.

Who We Are
Students and graduates from various Islamic institutions, who have teamed up to create
a dynamic syllabus that we envisage will benefit those new and experienced alike. Our
courses are designed in such a way that they employ audio, visual and kinaesthetic
methods to help students of all backgrounds to easily grasp concepts which may
otherwise seem to be complexed in nature.

Our History
We are still a fledgling organisation, however with the permission and guidance of Allah
the Exalted, we have successfully launched a number of courses in Camden, Redbridge,
Whitechapel, Luton and Exeter. We pray to His Majesty for acceptance of our efforts
and further success in the future.
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Meet the Team
Abu Zuhair Farhan Mahmood
Dean of Education & Lecturer

Hometown: Hertfordshire, UK
Areas of Interest: Fiqh, Islamic Jurisprudence & Arabic Language
Interesting Fact: He is also a Hajj and Umrah tour leader
Favourite Arabic Quote: ( هل عندك يشء تطعمينdo you have anything to feed me?)
Ustadh Abu Zuhair is the founder of Q-Iman and an experienced teacher in the field of
Islamic Sciences and Arabic Language. He graduated with an LLB Honours in Law in
the Year 2009 and spent about a year working in the legal sector. He then returned to
education and completed his post-graduate and graduated with a Msc Masters in
Management Constancy. He progressed in gaining Islamic knowledge and has studied
at a number of places under various reputable scholars and has gained Ijāza from
scholars in UK, Medina and Morocco.

Shabbir Hassan
Trustee & Lecturer

Hometown: Exeter, Devon
Areas of Interest: Tafsir and Quranic Arabic
Interesting Fact: He is also known as Shabbir The Poet for his Islamic poetry and
spoken word side
ّ (everything that goes up, must come down)
Favourite Arabic Quote: للك يشء إذإ ما ّمت نقصان
Ustadh Shabbir Hassan is an advanced student of Arabic and Islamic Theology in
London. Having graduated as a Hafidh of the Qur'an from Leicester, he pursued a path
of knowledge and has spent nearly a decade in this field. Shabbir is also an upcoming
speaker, TV presenter and poet, and has delivered sermons and talks around the
country. His current interest lies in community leadership and development, and he will
be a key instructor for the upcoming Arabic Awakened programme.
COURSE INFORMATION
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Abul Barakat Hasan (Mishkat)
Senior Lecturer

Hometown: London, UK
Areas of Interest: Fiqh, Hadith, Tafsir, Aqidah and Arabic Language
Interesting Fact: He is an experienced Khatib who delivers sermons at mosques all over
London
Favourite Arabic Quote: ( إ ألفعال أأقوى صو ًات من إ ألقوإلactions speak louder than words)
Sheikh Abul Barakat Hasan studied at Madinah University in Saudi Arabia and
completed a two-year diploma in the Arabic Language and then went on to graduate
with a Bachelor’s Degree in Shri’ah and Islamic Sciences in 2008. As an experienced
lecturer, he has been teaching Arabic and Islamic sciences back in the UK. He often
delivers the Friday sermon in various locations around London. He is also involved in
da’wah work and youth projects, and continues to work with the local community and
support it. He is an integral part of Hasan Hajj Tours and has taken many groups to
Hajj and Umrah over the years.
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Arabic Awakened
The Arabic Awakened programme is an intensive Sunday course, which runs over the
course of one year, designed meticulously by advanced students of Islamic Sciences and
graduates of the Arabic Language.
At Q-Iman we have a passion to teach the Arabic Language and have taken our drive to
produce a course that delivers Arabic to students who cannot commit to a full-time
course. Students will be required to attend once a week, every Sunday, at our London
campus for a whole day of Arabic studies. The modules encompass different aspects of
Arabic; ranging from grammar, to recitation, to application and speaking.
The course is divided into three terms and forty weeks of on-campus learning. However,
Q-Iman has taken a further step to supplement student education by launching online
workshops, that students will be able to participate in to support their learning.
Although classes will run on-campus on Sundays, the online workshops will run
throughout the week during the evenings, for the convenience of students who may be
occupied with work or other study programmes.
Sunday Intensive
Evening Modular
Full-Time

3 Terms
6 Modules
3 Terms

40 weeks
12 weeks per module
40 weeks

9 hours per week
3 hours per week
30 hours per week
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Annual Overview
The Academic year begins during September 2017 and ends during July 2018. A total of 40
Sundays have been reserved for on-campus learning.
Term
Term 1
Term 2

Term 3

Educational Retreat
Islamic Sciences
Diploma

Dates
17th September 2017 –
17th December 2017
7th January 2018 – 25th
March 2018
8th April 2018 – 29th
July 2018

Weeks

Holidays

14 Sessions
12 Sessions

14 Sessions

End of Year
1st August 2018 – 31st
30 days
August 2018*
16th September 2018 –
80 Sessions
26th July 2020*

24th & 31st
December 2017
1st April 2017
Easter Holiday
6th May 2017
Bank Holiday
10th & 17th June
Ramadan Holidays
*Proposed dates
*Start date is subject
to change
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Daily Schedule On-campus
What a typical Sunday looks like:
Time
Lesson
Amount
09:00 – 09:45
Writing practice
45 min
0945 – 10:00
Tea break
15 min
10:00 – 11:45
Syntax – إلنحو
1hr 45min
11:45 – 12:00
Tea break
15 min
12:00 – 13:45
Morphology – إلرصف
1hr 45 min
13:45 – 14:00
Dhuhr break
15 min
14:00 – 15:00
Lunch break
1hr
15:00 – 16:00
Application/Literature
1hr
16:00 – 16:45
Reading & Tajwīd
45 min
16:45 – 17:00
Tea break
15 min
17:00 – 18:00
Spoken Arabic
1hr
* Times are subject to change depending on the academic term and day-light saving hours.
Online workshops
Supplementary online workshops will be available for students to participate in order to reinforce
learning:
Weekly
Time
Amount
Monday
18:00 – 19:30
1hr 30 min
Wednesday
18:00 – 19:30
1hr 30 min
Friday
18:00 – 19:30
1hr 30 min
* Timings and dates are provisional, and will be confirmed after the start of the course.
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Contact time
The Arabic Awakened programme boasts a total of 460 hours of contact time between teachers and
students; providing ample time for students to learn and retain:
Contact

Total breakdown

Weeks

40 sessions

On-campus hours

280 hrs

Online workshops

120 sessions

Online hours

180 hrs

Session breakdown
7 hours per week
(w/2 hrs break)
1hr 30min per workshop
(Total: 3 workshops per week)
-

Total amount of contact time

460 hrs

-

Fees
At Q-Iman we understand that sometimes fees can be an obstacle to a student’s learning, so we
have gone through a tedious process of cutting costs to the bear minimum and provide a value for
money programme, which offers a high-quality course for the lowest possible price.
The total cost of the Arabic Awakened programme for the academic year 2017/2018 is £1250. This
is only £2.70 pence per hour.
We appreciate that some students may struggle to pay their fees, so we have offered three options
for students to choose from. However, if students do pay the full fees upfront, we are offering a
10% discount off the total course fees.
Option A
Option B
Option C
*Approximately £2.70 pence per hour

Upfront (10% discount)
1st Instal.
Termly
2nd Instal.
3rd Instal.
Monthly

£1125
£400
£420
£430
10 payments of £125
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Modular Breakdown
Category

Module

NH01AA

Syntax ()إلنحو

SF02AA

Morphology
()إلرصف

AD03AA

Literature
()إ ألدب

TJ04AA

Phonetics &
Tajwīd

RA05AA

Reading with
Application

KL06AA

Articulation
and
Conversation

Comprehension

Recitation

Speaking

Explanation
The science of syntax is one of
the fundamental branches of
Arabic grammar which deals
with words, phrases,
compounds and sentence
structures
The science of morphology is
that branch of Arabic
grammar which deals with,
verbs, etymology and
morphological inflections
Arabic literature is an advance
form of language that allows
the student to read, write and
understand literary texts
This module will allow a
student to read the Quran
with confidence, correct
pronunciation and fluency
This module will allow the
student to read any Arabic
text without diacritics and
with the correct application of
grammar
Speaking will not only build
the students confidence but
also allow them to understand
and converse with others in
Arabic
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Year 2017 – 2018
Term 1
Module

Topics
Types of words

Vocabulary

Phrases & sentences

Prepositions
NH01AA Syntax ()إلنحو
Grammatical cases

Declension of words

Indeclinable words

Diptotes

Learning Objectives
Student will be expected to
have understood different
types of nouns, verbs and
prepositions
Memorise and recall an
average of 2000 words per
term
Clear understanding of
adjectival, demonstrative and
genitive phrases; and nominal
and verbal sentences
Usage of governing and nongoverning prepositions and
particles
Clear understanding,
identification and application
of grammatical cases; verbal
and nominal
Identification and application
of declension in singular, dual,
plural words with all
possibilities of grammatical
expressions
Usage of pronouns,
demonstrative pronouns,
relative pronouns, particles
and prepositions
Understanding of the various
causes of partially declinable
words
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Sentence structures
Prefixes
Suffixes
Introduction to Morphology

Trilateral Inflections

SF02AA Morphology ()إلرصف

Form I

Grammatical cases

Form II-X

Word/Phrase formulation
RA05AA Reading &
Application

Sentence Structure
قَ َصص إلنَّ ِب ِي ّ ْي

Building and grammatically
breaking basic and complex
nominal and verbal sentences.
Usage of particles and words
prefixed to nouns and verbs
Usage of particles and words
suffixed to nouns and verbs
Student will be expected to
have understood the
importance of Morphology, its
application and usage
Perfect and imperfect tense
verbal inflections, including
their passive and negative
forms
Memorisation of base verbal
templates and application of
all six base chapters formed of
perfect and imperfect
combination
Usage of governing particles
and their grammatical effects
on the imperfect tense
Memorisation and inflection
of all chapter templates
including summarised and
detailed themes
Application of grammatical
rules pertaining to words and
phrases
Application of grammatical
rules pertaining to sentences
and sentence structures
Reading and comprehending
1/3 of the text
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Identification
TJ04AA Phonetics & Tajwīd

Pronunciation
Fluency
Introduction to speaking

KL06AA Articulation and
Conversation

Vocabulary
Phrases
Sentences
Dialogues

Capital and joined forms of
letters, word s and
constructions
Articulation points, qualities
of letters and phonetical
specialities
Clear and coherent reading
with minimal hesitation
Students will gain the skills to
listen, comprehend, and
articulate
Exceeding 500 words
Exceeding 50 phrases
Exceeding 50 sentences
14 sets of dialogues
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Term 2
Modules

NH01AA Syntax ()إلنحو

SF02AA Morphology ()إلرصف

Topics

Learning objectives
Students will be able to
correctly identify the
Grammatical positions
grammatical position of each
word in a sentence
Usage of conjunctive particles
Conjunction
and their governing effects
Usage of genitive particles,
Advance usage of prepositions
adverbs and other nongoverning particles
Practical application of
Advanced suffixes
pronouns and subsidiary
components
Practical implementation of
Advanced prefixes
nominal and accusative
prefixes
Understanding types of
Advanced cases
Nominative, Accusative and
Genitive words
Usage of advanced objects,
emphatic components,
Advanced words
advanced accusative
components, hyperboles and
other derivatives
Practical implementation of
grammatical breakdowns with
Advanced sentence structures
dropped and delayed
components, and usage of
emphatic components
Usage and application of
Subordinate compounds
different types of subordinate
compounds
Memorisation and inflection
Defective verbs I
of all chapter templates
COURSE INFORMATION
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Defective verbs II-X

Duplicate verbs

Quadrilateral inflections

Verbal qualities

Grammatical breakdown
RA05AA Reading &
Application

Morphological application
قَ َصص إلنَّ ِب ِي ّ ْي
Identification
Pronunciation

TJ04AA Phonetics & Tajwīd
Fluency
Tajwīd rules

including summarised and
detailed themes
Memorisation and inflection
of all chapter templates
including summarised and
detailed themes
Memorisation and inflection
of all chapter templates
including summarised and
detailed themes
Memorisation and inflection
of all chapter templates
including summarised and
detailed themes
Understanding and
application of the quality of
each verbal chapter and its
implication on meaning
Successfully identifying
grammatical position, case and
symbols in sentences and
phrases
Successfully applying correct
morphological changes to
form coherent meaning
Reading and comprehending
2/3 of the text
Advanced recognition based
on grammatical points
Articulation points, qualities
of letters and phonetical
specialities (advanced)
Clear and coherent reading
without hesitation
Students will gain a thorough
understanding and application
COURSE INFORMATION
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Advance Vocabulary
Idioms
Phrases
Sentences
Dialogues

of tajwid rules, including
Jazari
Exceeding 500 words
Exceeding 20 idioms
Exceeding 50 phrases
Exceeding 50 sentences
12 sets of dialogues
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Term 3
Modules

NH01AA Syntax ()إلنحو

SF02AA Morphology ()إلرصف

AD03AA Literature ()إ ألدب

Topics

Learning objectives
This text will allow the
students to study grammar
Arabic text: قَ ْطر إلنَّدَ ى
directly from the Arabic
language and reinforce their
previous learning
An advanced text in Arabic
grammar; analysing
Introduction to َشح إ ْبن َع ِق ْيل
َْ
commentary of the 1000-line
poetry by Ibn Mālik
A contemporary text on
grammar and rhetoric,
Exposure to َم َع ِاِن إلنَّ ُحو
authored by the famous
grammarian, Sāmi al-Ra’i
This text will allow the
students to study morphology
ْ
ِ ّ تَ ْع ِريْب ِعْل
Arabic text إلص ْيغَة
directly from the Arabic
language and reinforce their
previous learning
A text compiled of short
classical stories focusing on
Selected stories from َ َِك ْي ََل و ِد ْمنَة
literature – this text is key
reading for the Arabic GCE
examination
A contemporary novelist
writing in classical Arabic –
Study of the novel  ُأ ُّم َم ِازنby
an essential tool for students
the author ََك ِمل َك ْي ََل ِِن
wanting to improve their
literary skills in Arabic
Reading and comprehending
Completion of قصص إلنبيي
the complete text
Students will be given the
Study of poetry from
opportunity to analyse and
following authors, إإل َمام إلشَّ ا ِف ِعي
comprehend classical Arabic
ِ
and َع ْبد هللا بن إمل ُ َبارك
poetry: post-Islam
COURSE INFORMATION
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Exposure to َس ْبع ُم َعلَّقَات
Fluency
TJ04AA Phonetics & Tajwīd
Tajwīd rules

KL06AA Articulation and
Conversation

Advance Vocabulary
Idioms
Phrases
Sentences
Dialogues

Students will be given the
opportunity to analyse and
comprehend classical Arabic
poetry: pre-Islam
Clear and coherent reading
without hesitation
Students will gain a thorough
understanding and application
of tajwid rules, including
Jazari
Exceeding 500 words
Exceeding 20 idioms
Exceeding 50 phrases
Exceeding 50 sentences
14 sets of dialogues
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Educational Retreat
After successfully completing the Arabic Awakened programme, students will be given the
opportunity to go abroad with their tutors to an Arab country and immerse themselves in to a
wholly Arabic speaking environment. This will allow them to build their confidence and train
themselves to think, understand and converse in the Arabic language.
Q-Iman will set up classes with local Arabic speaking scholars allowing the students to study
various subjects in Arabic ranging from Qirā’āt, literature and comprehension.
This retreat will especially sharpen the student’s ability to listen and understand. Daily activities
will be setup for students to practice their Arabic in various situations and scenarios, allowing them
to learn from a variety of different perspectives.
The educational retreat will be a one month trip during the summer, which will prepare the
students to go on to study advanced Islamic Sciences.
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Academic Progression
After successfully completing the Arabic Awakened programme, students will be given an
opportunity to enrol onto the Islamic Sciences Diploma, which is a two-year comprehensive
programme covering primary and subsidiary Shari’ah sciences.
Sciences

Modules

Quran

Explanation
A comprehensive study of the
Quran giving students the
ability to accurately translate
the Quran and immerses
themselves into the details of

tafsīr
Primary
Hadith

Fiqh

‘Ulum al-Quran

Subsidiary
Muṣṭalaḥ al-Ḥadīth

‘Usūl al-Fiqh

A selective study of the six
authentic books of hadith
including the Mawatt’ of
Imam Malik and the Musnad
of Imam Ahmad
An in-depth study of Fiqh
ranging from all the topics of
‘Ibādāt to selective topics of
Mu’āmlāt
A study of the hermeneutical
methodologies of exegetes in
understanding and
interpreting the Quran. And
explore the orientalist critique
of the Quran along with
responses
Exploring the methodology of
hadīth authentication
throughout history and the
impact of the historical
context on its development
Exploring the underlying
principles of Islamic
jurisprudence and the
COURSE INFORMATION
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Ad-Hoc

methodology of jurist in
deriving rulings
Understanding the importance
of ‘Īmān in order to
strengthen it and preserve it.
‘Īmān & ‘Aqīdah
A historical & contemporary
study of the various sects that
have emerged
Discovering the life of the
holy Prophet ﷺ, learning
lessons and contextualising
Sīrah & Tārīkh
the religion in light of the
historical events during his
lifetime
A study of different texts on
Advanced Arabic Grammar &
grammar and exposure to
Balāghah
different aspects of linguistic
rhetoric
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Contact Us
If you’re ready to enrol, or if you have any further questions, then please contact us via the
following:
Email: admin@qiman.org
Website: www.qiman.org/arabic-awakened
Telephone: 020 8611 2538
You can also follow us via these different social media outlets:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/qimanarabic
Twitter: www.twitter.com/qimanarabic
Instagram: @qimanarabic
We hope to hear from you soon!
وإلسَلم عليمك ورمحة هللا وبرَكته
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